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Abstract

Here, we establish a relationship between hierarchy and type morphisms. Both concepts have

been used to relate the types in one structure to types in a second �larger� structure. In

general, the two concepts may di¤er, in the sense that a hierarchy morphism need not be a

type morphism. We provide a necessary and su¢ cient condition under which the two concepts

coincide. We go on to provide situations under which this condition must be satis�ed.
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1 Introduction

Hierarchies of beliefs are fundamental, both to the epistemic analysis of games and to games of

incomplete information. In practice, we follow Harsanyi [11, 1967-1968] and model these hierarchies

of beliefs by using a type structure.

Figure 1.1 is an example of a game of incomplete information. It is essentially Example 1 in

Dekel-Fudenberg-Morris [8, 2007]. As suggested above, to analyze this game, we need to specify

what Ann believes about which matrix (in Figure 1.1, the �1-section or the �2-section) will obtain.

We append to the game a type structure. Here�s one example: There is one type of Ann, viz. ta,
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and one type of Bob, viz. tb. Type ta assigns probability 1
2 to

�
�1; t

b
�
and probability 1

2 to
�
�2; t

b
�
.

Likewise, tb assigns probability 1
2 to (�1; t

a) and probability 1
2 to (�2; t

a).

U 5,   0 0,   0

D 3,   0 3,   0

Ann

RL
Bob

U 0,   0 5,   0

D 3,   0 3,   0

Ann

RL
Bob

θ1section θ2section

Figure 1.1

Here we focus on the question: When is one type structure �contained in�another type structure?

The literature has considered two ideas. The �rst idea is that a type structure T is contained in a

type structure T� if every hierarchy of beliefs associated with a type in T is also associated with a

type in T�. In this case, we say that there is a hierarchy morphism from T to T�. The second
idea is that a type structure T is contained in T�, if we can �embed�T into T� via a map called a
type morphism. Type morphisms preserve the beliefs associated with a type structure, and do

not make direct reference to hierarchies of beliefs.

Both hierarchy and type morphisms have a long tradition in the literature. The former goes

back to Böge-Eisele [4, 1979] and the latter to Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985]. Hierarchy morphisms arise

naturally in certain game-theoretic questions. Speci�cally, they appear in both the epistemic and

robustness literatures. Type morphisms have played an instrumental role in constructing large type

structures; this is made explicit in Heifetz-Samet [12, 1998]. They also have played a more subtle

role in the robustness literature.

Back to our example. Take the structure T to be the one already studied. Consider a second

type structure T�, where there is one type for Ann, viz. ta�, and there are two types for Bob viz.
tb� and u

b
�. Type ta� assigns probability

1
2 to

�
�1; t

b
�
�
and probability 1

2 to
�
�2; u

b
�
�
. Here, ta and

ta� (resp. t
b, tb�, and u

b
�) each induces the same hierarchies of beliefs� i.e., each assigns probability

1
2 :
1
2 to �1:�2, each believes the other player assigns probability

1
2 :
1
2 to �1:�2, etc. So, here, there is a

hierarchy morphism from T to T�.1

But while there is a hierarchy morphism from T to T�, we will see that there is no type morphism
1There is also a hierarchy morphism from T� to T .
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from T to T�. And, this distinction is behaviorally relevant. In Figure 1.1, when we go from the type
structure T to the type structure T� (via the hierarchy morphism), we add a Bayesian equilibrium.
To see this, begin with the structure T and note that, in any Bayesian equilibrium, ta plays Down

with probability one. Turning to T�, there is a Bayesian equilibrium in which ta� plays Down, t
b
�

plays Left, and ub� plays Right. So, we add equilibrium predictions in going (under the hierarchy

morphism) from T to T�. Contrast this with type morphisms: If there is a type morphism from T
to T�, then we do not add an equilibrium prediction in going from T to T�. (See Proposition 4.1 in
[9, 2009].)

This is essentially the leading example in Dekel-Fudenberg-Morris [8, 2007] and Ely-Peski [7,

2006]. They noted that a Bayesian equilibrium prediction need not be preserved under hierarchy

morphisms. But, to the best of our knowledge, they did not note the distinction between hierarchy

and type morphisms in such examples. In Section 9, we will come back and discuss this distinction

at the conceptual level, with an eye toward connecting it to the idea of robustness.

The body of this paper addresses a formal question: What is the relationship between hierarchy

and type morphisms? Heifetz-Samet [12, 1998] provide a �rst-cut answer. They show that every type

morphism is a hierarchy morphism. We address the converse: When is every hierarchy morphism

a type morphism?

To better understand the question and the approach we will take, think of the relationship be-

tween Harsanyi [11, 1967-1968] and Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985]. Harsanyi [11, 1967-1968] introduced

the concept of a type structure and argued that it can model certain hierarchies of beliefs, in the

sense that a type structure induces hierarchies of beliefs. But the fact that a type structure induces

hierarchies of beliefs does not immediately imply that it can always provide an adequate model

of hierarchies. For this we require more� we require that each hierarchy of beliefs can indeed be

modelled as a type in some such structure. Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985] provided conditions under

which this is the case.

Now turn to the question here. Can one structure be mapped into a second structure, in a way

that preserves hierarchies of beliefs? The answer is yes if and only if there is a hierarchy morphism

from the �rst structure into the second structure. But, by de�nition, this answer requires that we

leave the purview of Harsanyi�s [11, 1967-1968] type structure model. Type morphisms provide an

alternate answer. They are de�ned entirely within the purview of the type structure model and

map one structure into a second in a way that preserves hierarchies of beliefs. But they can only

act as a model for hierarchy morphisms if every hierarchy morphism is indeed a type morphism.

We provide a necessary and su¢ cient condition for each hierarchy morphism to be a type mor-

phism. Speci�cally, we show:

Result: Fix a type structure T�. Any hierarchy morphism from some structure T to

T� is also a type morphism from T to T� if and only if the measurable sets in T� satisfy
a certain measurability condition, which we call strong measurability.

In Section 5, we formally de�ne strong measurability. For now we note that it is a condition de�ned
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entirely within the domain of the type structure model� it does not make reference to hierarchies of

beliefs. We go on to provide a substantive interpretation of this condition. We show that a type

structure is strongly measurable if and only if the measurable sets are generated by the hierarchies of

beliefs. So, strong measurability then says that a player can reason about an event in type space if

and only if the event is induced by the player�s hierarchy language. (Again, this is a result. Strong

measurability itself is de�ned on the type structure alone.)

This raises the question: Are there (natural) assumptions under which a type structure must

be strongly measurable? We provide one such set of assumptions. In particular, we show that un-

der standard Borel and non-redundancy conditions, a type structure is indeed strongly measurable.

Note, non-redundancy is the requirement that no two types induce the same hierarchies of beliefs.

So, in the above example, the structure T� is redundant� the types tb� and ub� induce the same hier-
archies of beliefs. While non-redundancy is typically de�ned as a property of hierarchies of beliefs,

we show that we need not leave the domain of type structures to check whether the condition holds.

In particular, building on Proposition 2.5 in Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985], we provide a characterization

of non-redundancy that is de�ned entirely within the type structure model.

Let us reiterate the motivation: Type structures are the predominant model of hierarchies of

beliefs. The standard view in the literature is that type structures are operationally more convenient

than working directly with hierarchies of beliefs. Moreover, often times, game-theoretic questions

require that we study a particular type structure� one that is speci�cally di¤erent from the canonical

construction. (This is true both in the literature on incomplete information and in the epistemic

program.2) But, certain game-theoretic questions also require that we talk about all mappings that

preserve hierarchies of beliefs, i.e., from smaller structures to larger structures. (This is particularly

true in the literature on the robustness to misspecifying the parameter set, e.g., Dekel-Fudenberg-

Morris [8, 2007], Ely-Peski [7, 2006], Liu [15, 2009], Sadzik [20, 2009], etc. Such mappings also arise

in other robustness questions, e.g., Friedenberg-Meier [9, 2007], Weinstein-Yildiz [22, 2007], Yildiz

[24, 2009], etc., and in the epistemic game theory literature, e.g., Friedenberg [10, 2008].) In each

of these papers, the game theoretic question naturally starts with hierarchy morphisms. There is

the question of whether the analyst can instead start with type morphisms, i.e., whether the analyst

can use type morphisms as a model for hierarchy morphisms. The results here speak to when the

analyst can vs. cannot do so. In particular, the results give necessary and su¢ cient conditions

to guarantee the analyst can use the type morphism model (and, these conditions do not leave the

domain of the type structure model). Thus, in a sense, we do for structure preserving maps what

Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985] did for type structures themselves.

How should this paper be viewed? This is one of many papers that add to our understanding

of type structures and hierarchies of beliefs. (Some classics include Armbruster-Boge [2, 1979],

Böge-Eisele [4, 1979], Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985], Bradenburger-Dekel [5, 1993], and Heifetz-Samet

[12, 1998]-[13, 1999]. See Siniscalchi [21, 2008] for a recent overview.) That is, it is one of many

2 In each of these literatures, the substantive application drives what type structure is studied� very much like the
substantive application drives what game itself is studied.
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papers that contributes to the language of game theory. Much like other papers in this literature,

we were inspired by the game theoretic application. But, as with other papers in this literature, we

stop short of directly applying our results to get new implications for behavior. Instead, we view

this as a �rst step, to be applied to get a full-�edged game-theoretic analysis.

We now turn to the formal treatment. Section 2 provides notation. De�nitions of hierarchy and

type morphisms are provided in Section 3. Section 4 gives two examples of hierarchy morphisms

that are not type morphisms. These motivate the main result in Section 5, namely a necessary and

su¢ cient condition for the two concepts to coincide. The proofs are given in Section 6. In Section

7, we explore when the condition is or is not met. Section 8 discusses an alternate set of su¢ cient

conditions. Finally, in Section 9, we conclude by returning to the game theory application.

2 Type Structures and Hierarchies of Beliefs

Write (
;S (
)) for a measurable space, where S (
) is the sigma algebra on 
. Throughout,

we endow the product of measurable spaces with the product sigma-algebra. Given a set �, a

measurable space (
;S (
)), and a function f : � ! 
, write � (f) for the sigma algebra on �

generated by f , i.e., F 2 � (f) if and only if there exists some E 2 S (
) with F = f�1 (E).
Let �(
;S (
)) be the set of probability measures on (
;S (
)). When it is clear from the

context which sigma-algebra we are considering, we suppress reference to S (
) and simply write
�(
). Throughout, we will endow the set �(
;S (
)) with the sigma-algebra generated by maps
� 7! � (E), i.e., for all E 2 S (
).3 We will write M (� (
)) to clarify that we are restricting

attention to the sigma-algebra generated by these maps.

Note,M (� (
)) corresponds to two standards in the literature. First,M (� (
)) is the sigma-

algebra used in Heifetz-Samet [12, 1998]. In particular,M (� (
)) is also generated by sets of the

form f� 2 �(
;S (
)) : � (E) � pg, across all E 2 S (
) and p 2 [0; 1]. (Use Kechris [14, 1995;

page 67] and the fact that the Borel sets on [0; 1] are generated by sets of the form [p; 1].) Second,

when 
 is metrizable and S (
) is the Borel sigma-algebra, M (� (
)) is the set of Borel sets on

�(
) generated by the weak topology. (Use Lemma 14.16 in Aliprantis-Border [1, 1999] and the

�rst standard.)

Fix measurable spaces (
;S (
)) and (�;S (�)) . Consider the associated measurable spaces

(� (
) ;M (� (
))) and (� (�) ;M (� (�))). Given a measurable map f : 
! �, write f : � (
)!
�(�) for the map where f (�) is the image measure of � under f . Note the map f is also

measurable.4

We consider a two player situation, with players a and b. (The generalization to three or more

players is immediate.) There is a parameter set �, which re�ects the players�uncertainty. (In

the example of Figure 1.1, � = f�1; �2g and the realization of � determined the players� payo¤

3Note, we endow the real numbers with the usual Borel �-algebra.
4Use two facts. First,M (� (�)) is generated by sets of the form f� 2 �(�) : � (E) � pg, and likewiseM (� (
)).

Second, each set f�1(f� 2 �(�) : � (E) � pg) can be written as
�
� 2 �(
) : �

�
f�1 (E)

�
� p

	
.
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matrix.) The implicit assumption is that the parameter set � is �transparent�to the players, but

the realization of � is not known to the players. As such, they each have a hierarchy of belief

based on the parameter set �, i.e., they each have a belief about (the realization of) �, they each

have a belief about �� and the other player�s belief about �,�and so on. Following Harsanyi [11,

1967-1968], we model such hierarchies via a type structure.

A type structure is based on a parameter space (�;S (�)), i.e., a parameter set � and an

associated sigma algebra S (�). The sets in S (�) re�ect the subsets of � that the players can

reason about, i.e., it re�ects the players�language about �.

De�nition 2.1 An (�;S (�))-based type structure is some

T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
;

where �a; �b are measurable maps with �a : T a ! �
�
�� T b

�
and �b : T b ! �(�� T a). We call

T a; T b type sets and we call �a; �b belief maps.

Indeed, (�;S (�))-based type structure induces hierarchies of beliefs about the parameters of the
game. To see this, begin with the measurable space (Z1;S (Z1)) = (�;S (�)). Inductively de�ne

Zm+1 = Zm ��(Zm). De�ne maps �am : �� T b ! Zm and �bm : �� T a ! Zm as follows: Let

�a1
�
�; tb

�
= �

�am+1
�
�; tb

�
= (�am

�
�; tb

�
; �b
m
(�b(tb))),

and similarly with a and b interchanged. Then, de�ne �am : T a ! �(Zm) so that �
a
m = �a

m
� �a.

A standard induction argument gives that, for each m, the maps �am, �
a
m
, and �am are measurable.

With this �a : T a !
Q1
m=1�(Zm) will specify the hierarchy induced by each type, i.e.,

�a (ta) = (�a1 (t
a) ; �a2 (t

a) ; :::). And similarly with a and b interchanged. Since each of the maps �am
and �bm are measurable, the maps �a and �b are also measurable.

We point out, in passing: A (�;S (�))-based type structure represents a set of restrictions on
players�hierarchies of beliefs that are �transparent�to the players. (See [3, 2009; Appendix A.II]

for a formal equivalence result.)

3 Hierarchy and Type Morphisms

In what follows below, we will �x two (�;S (�))-based structures

T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
and

T� =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a� ;S (T a� )) ;

�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
;�a�; �

b
�

E
.
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We will write �am; �
a
m, and �

a for the maps associated with T and �am;�; �
a
m;�, and �

a
� for the maps

associated with T�.

De�nition 3.1 Let ha : T a ! T a� and h
b : T b ! T b� be maps so that �

a
� � ha = �a and �b� � hb =

�b. Then, ha and hb are hierarchy morphisms (from T to T�). In this case, we will abuse

terminology and say the pair
�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism (from T to T�).

We point out:

Remark 3.1 There is a hierarchy morphism from T to T� if and only if �a (T a) � �a� (T
a
� ) and

�b
�
T b
�
� �b�

�
T b�
�
.

Now we turn to type morphisms. Given maps f1 : 
1 ! �1 and f2 : 
2 ! �2, we write f1 � f2
for the map from 
1 �
2 to �1 ��2 so that (f1 � f2) (!1; !2) = (f1 (!1) ; f2 (!2)). We also write
id : �! � for the identity map.

De�nition 3.2 (Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985]) Let ha : T a ! T a� and h
b : T b ! T b� be measurable

maps, so that (id�hb) � �a = �a� � ha and (id�ha) � �b = �b� � hb. Then
�
ha; hb

�
is called a type

morphism (from T to T�).

(Note, in De�nition 3.2, we cannot drop the requirement that ha and hb are measurable. It is

required for the maps id�ha and id�hb to be well-de�ned.) De�nition 3.2 can be illustrated in

Figure 2.1: A type morphism, viz.
�
ha; hb

�
, requires that the following diagram commutes.

ha

βa βa
*

id £ hb

Figure 2.1

Thus, in a certain sense, a type morphism asks for beliefs to be preserved. Indeed, Heifetz-Samet

[12, 1998] tell us that we can go further� a type morphism preserves hierarchies of beliefs.

Proposition 3.1 (Heifetz-Samet [12, 1998; Proposition 5.1]) If
�
ha; hb

�
is a type morphism

from T to T�, then
�
ha; hb

�
is also a hierarchy morphism.

(Heifetz-Samet [12, 1998] de�ne hierarchies of beliefs somewhat di¤erently than here. That said,

their proof can be replicated in this formalism.)
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4 Hierarchy Morphisms May Not Be Type Morphisms

In Section 1, we saw that a hierarchy morphism, viz.
�
ha; hb

�
, need not be a type morphism. Now

we will see that there are two potential reasons for this failure. First, a hierarchy morphism need

not be measurable. Second, even if it is measurable, it may fail to preserve the belief maps, e.g.,

it may fail the requirement that (id�hb) � �a = �a� � ha. Let us �rst see examples of each of these
phenomena.

Example 4.1 This is an example of a hierarchy morphism that is not measurable, and so not a

type morphism.

Take � = [0; 1]. Endow � with the usual topology and take S (�) to be the set of Borel sets on
�. We will consider two (�;S (�))-based structures

T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
and

T� =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a� ;S (T a� )) ;

�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
;�a�; �

b
�

E
:

Both structures have the same type sets� speci�cally, T a = T a� = [0; 1] and T b = T b� =
�
tb
	
.

However, we take S (T a) = S (�) and S (T a� ) = 2[0;1]. Choose the maps �a and �a� so that, for each
ta 2 [0; 1],

�a (ta)
�
f
�
ta; tb

�
g
�
= �a� (t

a)
�
f
�
ta; tb

�
g
�
= 1:

Likewise, choose the maps �b and �b� so that

�b
�
tb
�
(f(0; 0)g) = �b�

�
tb
�
(f(0; 0)g) = 1.

Now, consider the pair
�
ha; hb

�
, where ha : T a ! T a� and h

b : T b ! T b� are the identity maps. It

is readily veri�ed that this is a hierarchy morphism. But this is not a type morphism. To see this,

note that we can �nd some E� � [0; 1] that is not Lebesgue measurable (see Oxtoby [18, Theorem

5.5; 1980]) and any such set is not contained in S (T a) (see Oxtoby [18, Theorem 3.16; 1980]). We

have that E� 2 S (T a� ), but E� = (ha)
�1
(E�) =2 S (T a), so that ha is not measurable. As such,�

ha; hb
�
cannot be a type morphism. Indeed, there is no type morphism from T to T�.

Example 4.2 This is an example of a measurable hierarchy morphism that is not a type morphism.

It is essentially the example in Section 1.

Take � = f�1; �1g and take S (�) = 2�. We will consider two (�;S (�))-based structures,

T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
and

T� =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a� ;S (T a� )) ;

�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
;�a�; �

b
�

E
:
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Speci�cally, for the structure T , take T a = ftag and T b =
�
tb
	
. Then, set

�a (ta)
�
f
�
�1; t

b
�
g
�
= �a (ta)

�
f
�
�2; t

b
�
g
�
=
1

2

�b
�
tb
�
(f(�1; ta)g) = �b

�
tb
�
(f(�2; ta)g) =

1

2
.

For the structure T�, take T a� = fta�g, T b� = ftb�; ub�g, and let S
�
T b�
�
be the power set of T b� . Then,

set

�a� (t
a
�)
�
f
�
�1; t

b
�
�
g
�
= �a� (t

a
�)
�
f
�
�2; u

b
�
�
g
�
=
1

2

�b�
�
tb�
�
(f(�1; ta�)g) = �b�

�
tb�
�
(f(�2; ta�)g) =

1

2

�b�
�
ub�
�
(f(�1; ta�)g) = �b�

�
ub�
�
(f(�2; ta�)g) =

1

2
.

Consider the maps
�
ha; hb

�
with ha (ta) = ta� and h

b
�
tb
�
= tb�. It is readily veri�ed that

this is a measurable hierarchy morphism. But �a� (h
a (ta))

�
f
�
�2; u

b
�
�
g
�
= 1

2 and �
a (ta) (f�2g �

((hb)�1(fub�g))) = �a (ta) (;) = 0. This says that
�
ha; hb

�
is not a type morphism. Indeed, there is

no type morphism from T to T�.

We have seen two problems� a hierarchy morphism may fail to be measurable and, even if it is

measurable, it may still fail to preserve the belief maps.

First, note that, for a hierarchy morphism (from T to T�) to be measurable, we want to impose
restrictions on the measurable sets in S (T a� ) and S

�
T b�
�
. (It will be easier to satisfy the measurability

condition, if there are fewer measurable sets.) Suppose we consider the smallest sigma-algebra on

T a� so that the hierarchies map is measurable.
5 Then, any measurable set in T a� is induced by a

measurable set of hierarchies. With this, we can use the fact that the map from T a to hierarchies

is measurable, and get that our hierarchy morphism must also be measurable.

Now turn to Example 4.2. There, the hierarchy morphism was measurable, despite the fact

that there are measurable sets in T b� that are not generated by hierarchies. (Speci�cally, the events�
tb�
	
and

�
ub�
	
are not generated by hierarchies.) Indeed, this is important for the failure of the

hierarchy morphism to preserve belief maps. To see this, note that ha (ta) assigns probability one

to ub�, despite the fact that t
a assigns probability one to tb and hb

�
tb
�
6= ub�. Thus, if we are to

preserve hierarchies of beliefs, then hb
�
tb
�
and ub� must be associated with the same hierarchies of

beliefs. But, then, the fact that these two types are in di¤erent measurable sets (in T b� ) tells us that

the measurable structure of T b� is not generated by the hierarchies map.

This fact will be true more generally: If the measurable structure of T a� and T
b
� is generated by

the measurable structure on hierarchies, then any hierarchy preserving map is also a belief preserving

map. Thus, we have one solution for the two problems. Moreover, we will also see a converse: If

5Note: We could not change the measurable structure and dispense with the property that the hierarchies map is
measurable. This property is essential for hierarchies of beliefs to be well-de�ned.
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the measurable structure of T a� or T
b
� is not generated by the measurable structure on hierarchies,

then we can always �nd some hierarchy morphism that is not a type morphism.

That said, the condition that the measurable structure of T a� and T
b
� is generated by the measur-

able structure on hierarchies requires explicitly specifying hierarchies of beliefs. Put di¤erently, it

requires leaving the purview of the type structure model. We begin with an equivalent formalization

de�ned on the type structure alone.

5 When Hierarchy Morphisms are Type Morphisms

We begin with the measurability condition, which is due to Mertens-Zamir [17, page 6; 1985].

De�nition 5.1 Fix a (�;S (�))-based structure T and subsigma algebras Fi (T a) � S (T a) and
Fi
�
T b
�
� S

�
T b
�
. Say Fi (T a)�Fi

�
T b
�
is closed under T if, for each E�F b 2 S (�)�Fi

�
T b
�

and each p 2 [0; 1],
fta 2 T a : �a (ta)

�
E � F b

�
� pg 2 Fi (T a) ,

and, likewise, for b.

Fix a (�;S (�))-based structure T . Let
�
Fi (T a)�Fi

�
T b
�	
be the collection of all subsigma-

algebras that are closed under T . De�ne F (T a) =
T
i Fi (T a) and F

�
T b
�
=
T
i Fi

�
T b
�
. Note,

F (T a)�F
�
T b
�
is a subsigma algebra on S (T a)�S

�
T b
�
. Indeed, it is closed under T . With this

in mind, we call F (T a)�F
�
T b
�
the coarsest sigma-algebra closed under T .

De�nition 5.2 Call a (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
strongly measurable if S (T a)� S

�
T b
�
is the coarsest sigma algebra that is closed under T .

Now we can state the main result.

Theorem 5.1 Fix a (�;S (�))-based structure T�.

(i) Suppose T� is strongly measurable. Than, for each (�;S (�))-based structure T ,
�
ha; hb

�
is a

hierarchy morphism from T to T� if and only if
�
ha; hb

�
is also a type morphism from T to

T�.

(ii) Suppose that, for each (�;S (�))-based structure T ,
�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism from

T to T� if and only if
�
ha; hb

�
is also a type morphism from T to T�. Then, T� is strongly

measurable.

Theorem 5.1 says that strong measurability is a necessary and su¢ cient condition for each hi-

erarchy morphism to be a type morphism. The condition of strong measurability is a de�ned on

the type structure alone. So, to check whether a particular structure T� is strongly measurable,
we do not need to leave the domain of hierarchies of beliefs� we simply need to check whether

10



S (T a� ) � S
�
T b�
�
is the coarsest sigma algebra that is closed under T�. Referring back to Example

4.2, we note that there are two subsigma algebras that are closed under T�, namely S (T a� )�S
�
T b�
�

and f;; T a� g �
�
;; T b�

	
. So, here, F (T a� ) � F

�
T b�
�
is f;; T a� g �

�
;; T b�

	
, and so the structure T� is

not strongly measurable.

Note, precisely because strong measurability is de�ned within the domain of type structures,

we are left with the question of how to interpret the condition. What are we assuming about the

players�language (i.e., the players�sigma-algebras), when we presume a type structure is strongly

measurable? Refer back to Example 4.2. There we have that F (T a� )�F
�
T b�
�
is f;; T a� g�

�
;; T b�

	
and this is precisely the sigma algebra generated by the hierarchies of beliefs. Indeed, as our

discussion in Section 4 suggested, this holds more generally. Strong measurability is equivalent

to the requirement that the hierarchies of beliefs determine the measurable sets of types. So,

substantively, strong measurability is the requirement that each player�s language in type space

corresponds exactly to the player�s language in hierarchy space.

Given a (�;S (�))-based structure T , recall, � (�a) is the sigma algebra on T a generated by
the map �a, i.e., F a 2 � (�a) if and only if there is some event E 2 S(

Q1
m=1�(Zm)) with F

a =

(�a)
�1
(E). And, likewise, de�ne �(�b).

Proposition 5.1 A (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
is strongly measurable if and only if S (T a) = � (�a) and S

�
T b
�
= �(�b).

Proposition 5.1 is inspired by Mertens-Zamir [17, page 6; 1985]. To the best of our knowledge, it

is new to the literature. In Section 7, we return to discuss su¢ cient conditions for a type structure

to be strongly measurable. First, however, we give the proof of Theorem 5.1.

6 Proof of Theorem 5.1

We begin with the proof of Proposition 5.1. We will then use Proposition 5.1 to prove Theorem

5.1. To show this, it su¢ ces to show that, for any (�;S (�))-based structure T , �(�a) � �(�b) is
the smallest sigma-algebra closed under T . We proceed to build toward this result.
It will be useful to introduce some further notation. Let Z = Z1 �

Q1
m=1�(Zm). Consider

a structure T and de�ne �a : � � T b ! Z (resp. �b : � � T a ! Z) so that �a
�
�; tb

�
= (�; �b(tb))

(resp. �b (�; ta) = (�; �a (ta))). And de�ne �a�; �
b
� for the structure T� analogously. Note, each of

these maps is a product of two measurable maps and so measurable.

Note, the mapping �a : �
�
�� T b

�
! �(Z) is measurable. As such, the mapping (�a � �a) :

T a ! �(Z) is also measurable. We begin by relating the map (�a � �a) to each of the maps
�am = �

a
m
� �a. In the course of doing so, we use the fact that Zm+1 = Z1 �

Qm
n=1�(Zn).

Lemma 6.1 Fix a structure T . For any m, the following hold.

(i) For each Hm 2 S (Zm), (�am)�1(Hm) = (�a)�1(Hm �
Q1
n=m�(Zn)).

11



(ii) For each ta 2 T a, �am (ta) = margZm �
a (�a (ta)).

And, likewise, with a and b reversed.

Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the de�nitions. For Part (ii), �x an event Hm in Zm =

Z1 �
Qm�1
n=1 �(Zn), and note that

�am (t
a) (Hm) = �a (ta) ((�am)

�1(Hm))

= �a (ta) ((�a)�1(Hm �
Q1
n=m�(Zn)))

= margZm �
a (�a (ta)) (Hm) ,

where the second line uses Part (i).

Given measurable spaces (
1;S (
1)) and (
2;S (
2)), write S (
1) � S (
2) for the product
sigma-algebra (of S (
1) and S (
2)) on 
1 � 
2.

Remark 6.1 Fix measurable spaces (
1;S (
1)), (
2;S (
2)), (�1;S (�2)), and (�2;S (�2)). Fix
also measurable maps f1 : 
1 ! �1 and f2 : 
2 ! �2, with � (f1) = S (
1) and � (f2) = S (
2).
Then, � (f1 � f2) = S (
1)� S (
2).

Lemma 6.2 For any (�;S (�))-based structure T , �(�a)� �(�b) is closed with respect to T .

Proof. We make use of two facts. First, by Remark 6.1, � (�a) = S (�) � �(�b). Second, S (Z)
is generated by the algebra that consists of sets of the form Hm �

Q1
n=m�(Zn), for m � 1 and

Hm 2 S(Zm). So, using Lemma 2.1 in Heifetz-Samet [13, 1999], it su¢ ces to show that, for each

Hm 2 S(Zm) and each p 2 [0; 1],

(�a)
�1 ��

� 2 �
�
�� T b

�
: �
�
(�a)�1 (Hm �

Q1
n=m�(Zn))

�
� p

	�
is contained in � (�a).

Fix some Hm 2 S(Zm) and some p 2 [0; 1]. We will show that

(�a)
�1 ��

� 2 �
�
�� T b

�
: �
�
(�a)�1 (Hm �

Q1
n=m�(Zn))

�
� p

	�
= fta 2 T a : �am (ta) (Hm) � pg .

(1)

If Equation 1 holds, we are done: By de�nition, �a : T a !
Q1
m=1�(Zm), is � (�

a)-measurable.

Since
Q1
m=1�(Zm) is endowed with the product sigma-algebra, �

a
m : T a ! �(Zm) is also � (�

a)-

measurable. It follows that

fta 2 T a : �am (ta) (Hm) � pg = (�am)
�1
(f�m 2 �(Zm) : �m(Hm) � pg)

is contained in � (�a). So, we get that the left-hand side of Equation 1 is also contained in � (�a).

12



Now we turn to show Equation 1: Fix a type ta 2 T a and note that

�am (t
a) (Hm) = margZm(�

a (�a (ta)))(Hm)

= (�a (�a (ta)))(Hm �
Q1
n=m�(Zn))

= (�a (ta))((�a)�1(Hm �
Q1
n=m�(Zn)))

where the second line uses Lemma 6.1(ii). It follows that

fta 2 T a : �am (ta) (Hm) � pg =
�
ta 2 T a : (�a (ta))((�a)�1(Hm �

Q1
n=m�(Zn))) � p

	
= (�a)

�1 ��
� 2 �

�
�� T b

�
: �
�
(�a)�1 (Hm �

Q1
n=m�(Zn))

�
� p

	�
;

as required.

Lemma 6.3 For any (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
,

�(�a)� �(�b) � F (T a)�F (T a).

Proof. Fix a (�;S (�))-based structure

T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
:

We will construct a new (�;S (�))-based structure

T� =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;F (T a)) ;

�
T b;F

�
T b
��
;�a�; �

b
�

E
;

so that, for each ta 2 T a and each Eb 2 S (�)�F
�
T b
�
, �a� (t

a)
�
Eb
�
= �a (ta)

�
Eb
�
. (This is welled

de�ned, since S (�) � F
�
T b
�
� S (�) � S

�
T b
�
.) And likewise with a and b interchanged. Note,

since F (T a)�F
�
T b
�
is closed under T , it follows that �a� and �b� are measurable. So, T� is indeed

a well-de�ned type structure.

It su¢ ces to show that �a� = �
a and �b� = �

b. If so, then �(�a)� �(�b) = �(�a�)� �(�b�). Then,
using the fact that �a� and �

b
� are measurable, we have that

�(�a)� �(�b) = �(�a�)� �(�b�) � F (T a)�F
�
T b
�
,

as required.

Now, we show that �a� = �
a and �b� = �

b. Speci�cally, we show that, for each m, (i) �am;� = �
a
m

and (ii) �am;� = �
a
m. And likewise for b. Part (i) is immediate for m = 1. Likewise, part (ii) holds

since, for each event E1 in Z1,

�a1;� (t
a) (E1) = �

a
� (t

a)
�
E1 � T b

�
= �a (ta)

�
E1 � T b

�
= �a1 (t

a) (E1) .

Now assume parts (i) and (ii) hold for m. Then, using the induction hypothesis, part (i) holds for
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m+ 1. Fix an event Em+1 in Zm+1. Then

�am+1;� (t
a) (Em+1) = �a� (t

a) (
�
�am+1;�

��1
(Em+1))

= �a (ta) (
�
�am+1

��1
(Em+1)) = �

a
m+1 (t

a) (Em+1) ,

as required.

Lemma 6.4 For any (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
,

�(�a)� �(�b) = F (T a)�F (T a).

Proof. By Lemma 6.2, F (T a) � F (T a) � �(�a) � �(�b). By Lemma 6.3, �(�a) � �(�b) �
F (T a)�F (T a).
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Immediate from Lemma 6.4.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1(i). In light of Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 3.1, it

su¢ ces to show the following.

Lemma 6.5 Fix (�;S (�))-based structure T� =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a� ; �(�a�)); (T b� ; �(�b�));�a�; �b�

E
. For

each (�;S (�))-based structure T ,
�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism from T to T� only if

�
ha; hb

�
is

also a type morphism from T to T�.

To show Lemma 6.5, we begin by showing that if T a� and T
b
� are endowed with the sigma algebra

generated by hierarchies, then each hierarchy morphism is measurable map. A key step is relating

the events in T a� generated by h
a to events in T a� generated by �

a
�. The following Lemma will be of

use for this step.

Lemma 6.6 Fix two (�;S (�))-based structures T and T�, so that there is a hierarchy morphism,
viz.

�
ha; hb

�
, from T to T�. If E� 2 S (T a� ) and H 2 S (

Q1
m=1�(Zm)) are events satisfying

(�a�)
�1
(H) = E�, then (ha)

�1
(E�) = (�

a)
�1
(H).

Proof. Note, ta 2 (ha)�1 (E�) if and only if ha (ta) 2 E�. By assumption, ha (ta) 2 E� if and only
if �a� (h

a (ta)) 2 H. Since ha is a hierarchy morphism, �a� (h
a (ta)) 2 H if and only if �a (ta) 2 H.

Finally, �a (ta) 2 H if and only if ta 2 (�a)�1 (H). Putting this together, (ha)�1 (E�) = (�a)�1 (H),
as desired.

Lemma 6.7 Fix two (�;S (�))-based structures T and T�, so that there is a hierarchy morphism,
viz.

�
ha; hb

�
, from T to T�. If (T a� ;S (T a� )) = (T a� ; � (�a�)) and

�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
= (T b� ; �

�
�b�

�
), then ha

and hb are measurable.

Proof. Fix an event E� in T a� . We will show that (h
a)
�1
(E�) 2 S (T a).

Since (T a� ;S (T a� )) = (T a� ; � (�a�)), there is some event H 2 S (
Q1
m=1�(Zm)) with (�

a
�)
�1
(H) =

E�. By Lemma 6.6, (ha)�1 (E�) = (�a)
�1
(H). Now, the result follows from the fact that �a is

measurable.
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(The measurability of hb is similarly established.)

We now proceed to show that a hierarchy morphism, viz.
�
ha; hb

�
, satis�es the second condition

of a type morphism� namely, that id�hb � �a = �a� � ha and id�ha � �b = �b� � hb.

Lemma 6.8 Suppose
�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism from T to T�. Then, for any ta 2 T a,

�a (�a (ta)) = �a� (�
a
� (h

a (ta))).

Proof. Fix ta 2 T a. By de�nition of a hierarchy morphism,

(�a1 (t
a) ; �a2 (t

a) ; : : :) =
�
�a1;� (h

a (ta)) ; �a2;� (h
a (ta)) ; : : :

�
:

So, using Lemma 6.1,

(margZ1 �
a (�a (ta)) ;margZ2 �

a (�a (ta)) ; : : :) = (margZ1 �
a
� (�

a (ha (ta))) ;margZ2 �
a
� (�

a (ha (ta))) ; : : :):

That is, �a (�a (ta)) and �a� (�
a
� (h

a (ta))) agree on all sets of the form Hm �
Q1
n=m�(Zn) � Zm �Q1

n=m�(Zn). Since these sets form a semialgebra that generates S (Z), Theorem 21.10d in Yeh

[23, 2000] gives that �a (�a (ta)) = �a� (�
a
� (h

a (ta))).

Lemma 6.9 Fix two (�;S (�))-based structures T and T�, so that there is a hierarchy morphism,
viz.

�
ha; hb

�
, from T to T�. If E� 2 S (�� T a� ) and H 2 S (Z) are events satisfying

�
�b�
��1

(H) =

E�, then (id�ha)�1 (E�) =
�
�b
��1

(H).

Proof. Note, (�; ta) 2 (id�ha)�1 (E�) if and only if (�; ha (ta)) 2 E�. By assumption, (�; ha (ta)) 2
E� if and only if �b�(�; h

a (ta)) 2 H, which holds if and only if (�; �a�(ha (ta)) 2 H. Now, since ha

is a hierarchy morphism, (�; �a�(h
a (ta)) 2 H if and only if (�; �a (ta)) 2 H. Using the de�nition

of �b, (�; �a (ta)) 2 H if and only if �b(�; ta) 2 H, i.e., if and only if (�; ta) 2
�
�b
��1

(H) : Hence,

(id�ha)�1 (E�) =
�
�b
��1

(H).

Proof of Lemma 6.5.
By Lemma 6.7, ha and hb are measurable. As such, it su¢ ces to show that id�hb ��a = �a� �ha

and id�ha � �b = �b� � hb. We show that id�hb � �a = �a� � ha; an analogous result establishes that
id�ha � �b = �b� � hb.
Fix an event E� in �� T b� . We need to show that

�a (ta) (
�
id�hb

��1
(E�)) = �

a
� (h

a (ta)) (E�) .

To do so, �rst note that we can �nd an event H 2 S (Z) so that (�a�)
�1
(H) = E�. (This follows

from the fact that
�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
= (T b� ; �(�

b
�)) and that we endow the product of measurable sets

with the product sigma-algebra.) By Lemma 6.9, we also have that (�a)�1 (H) =
�
id�hb

��1
(E�).
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Thus,

�a (ta) (
�
id�hb

��1
(E�)) = �a (ta) ((�a)

�1
(H))

= �a� (h
a (ta)) ((�a�)

�1
(H))

= �a� (h
a (ta)) (E�) ;

where the second line follows from Lemma 6.8. This establishes the result.

Now we turn to necessity.

Lemma 6.10 Fix (�;S (�))-based structure T� so that, for each (�;S (�))-based structure T ,�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism from T to T� only if

�
ha; hb

�
is also a type morphism from T

to T�. Then (T a� ;S (T a� )) = (T a� ; �(�a�)) and
�
T b� ;S

�
T b�
��
= (T b� ; �(�

b
�)).

Proof. Fix some T� and suppose, contra hypothesis, that S (T a� ) 6= �(�a�). Construct the structure
T as follows. Choose (T a;S (T a)) = (T a� ; �(�a�)) and

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
= (T b� ; �(�

b
�)). For each t

a 2 T a;
de�ne �a (ta) as the restriction of �a� (t

a) to the product sigma-algebra S (�) � �(�b�). De�ne �b

analogously. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that �a and �b are measurable. As such, T is indeed a

type structure.

Consider the identity maps ha : T a� ! T a� and h
b : T b� ! T b� . Then

�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy

morphism from T to T�. But, there is some E� 2 S (T a� ) n� (�a�). So, (ha)
�1
(E�) =2 � (�a�) and so

ha is not measurable.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Part (i) follows from Proposition 5.1, Lemma 6.5, and Proposition 3.1.

Part (ii) follows from Proposition 5.1, Lemma 6.10, and Proposition 3.1.

7 When Are Type Structures Strongly Measurable?

Theorem 5.1 says there is an equivalence between hierarchy and type morphisms if and only if the

structure is strongly measurable. This raises the question: Are there interesting cases, where the

type structures are necessarily strongly measurable?

We will provide su¢ cient conditions that guarantee strong measurability. To gain intuition for

these conditions, refer to Example 4.1. One possibility is to consider the case where the measurable

structures of hierarchies and types (in T�) are both generated by the same underlying topology, e.g.,
they are both Polish or both compact metrizable, etc. . . . Example 4.2 tells us that this will not be

enough. There, the measurable structures of hierarchies and types (in T�) are both generated by
a compact metrizable structure. But, as already seen, T� is not strongly measurable. The reason

is that singletons are contained in S
�
T b�
�
, despite the fact that they induce the same hierarchies of

beliefs. Put di¤erently, the reason is that, in this case, two types induce the same hierarchies of

beliefs, but are in di¤erent measurable sets.
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We will provide conditions on a type structure so that we do get a strongly measurable structure.

These conditions will be both related to the underlying measurable structure and redundancies in

the type structure (i.e., types that induce the same hierarchies of beliefs). Building on results in

Mertens-Zamir [17, Proposition 2.5; 1985] and Purves [19, 1966], these conditions can be stated in

terms of the type structure T� alone.
Let us begin with the idea of redundancy.

De�nition 7.1 (Mertens-Zamir [17, page 6; 1985]) Call a (�;S (�))-based structure T non-
redundant if the associated maps �a and �b are injective.

De�nition 7.2 Call a (�;S (�))-based structure T measurably non-redundant if the associated
maps �a and �b satisfy the following condition: For each ta 2 T a and each E 2 S (T a), either
(�a)

�1
(f�a (ta)g) � E or (�a)�1 (f�a (ta)g) \ E = ;, and likewise for b.

A structure is non-redundant if no two types induce the same hierarchies of beliefs. A structure

is measurably non-redundant if, whenever two types induce the same hierarchies of beliefs, they

cannot be separated by measurable sets. Of course, a non-redundant structure is measurably

non-redundant, but the converse need not hold. In the case where each type is measurable (i.e.,

S (T a) and S
�
T b
�
contain all the singletons), T is measurably non-redundant if and only if it is

non-redundant.

We will consider one further condition on the structure. First, a mathematical de�nition. Fix

(
;S (
)), (�;S (�)), and a map f : 
! �. Call f bimeasurable if f is measurable and, for any
event E 2 S (
), f (E) 2 S (�).

De�nition 7.3 (Brandenburger-Friedenberg [6, De�nition 8.2; 2008]) Call a (�;S (�))-based
structure T bimeasurable if the associated maps �a and �b are bimeasurable.

As it turns out, the bimeasurability condition can also be viewed as a restriction on redundancies�

at least in certain cases. We�ll come back and talk about this below. But, �rst, let us point out

the connection to strongly measurable structures.

Lemma 7.1 A (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
.

(i) If T is strongly measurable, then T is measurably non-redundant.

(ii) If T is measurably non-redundant and T is bimeasurable, then T is strongly measurable.

Proof. Suppose T is strongly measurable. Fix a type ta 2 T a and an event E 2 S (T a). Since T is
strongly measurable, Proposition 5.1 gives that there exists F 2 S (

Q1
m=1�(Zm)) with (�

a)
�1
(F ) =

E. If �a (ta) 2 F , then (�a)�1 (f�a (ta)g) � (�a)�1 (F ) = E. If �a (ta) =2 F , then (�a)�1 (f�a (ta)g)\
(�a)

�1
(F ) = ;. So, if �a (ta) =2 F , then (�a)�1 (f�a (ta)g) \ E = ;. Applying the argument to b

establishes that T is measurably non-redundant.
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Suppose T is measurably non-redundant and T is bimeasurable. We will show S (T a) = �(�a).
Note, since �a is measurable, �a (�a) � S (T a). Fix an event E 2 S (T a). Since �a is bimeasurable,
�a (E) 2 S (

Q1
m=1�(Zm)). Now note that

(�a)
�1
(�a (E)) � E � (�a)�1 (�a (E)) ,

where the �rst inclusion follows from measurably non-redundant and the second is standard. Thus,

E = (�a)
�1
(�a (E)) and so contained in � (�a). Applying Proposition 5.1 completes the proof.

Lemma 7.1 states that measurable non-redundancy and bimeasurability are su¢ cient to guar-

antee strong measurability. Both of these conditions are de�ned within the realm of hierarchies

of beliefs. The question is whether there are interesting conditions de�ned on the type structure

alone, which guarantee the structure is measurably non-redundant and bimeasurable. We will see

that the answer is yes.

Let us begin with the measurably non-redundant condition. As mentioned above, if a type

structure is non-redundant, it is measurably non-redundant. And, moreover, when singletons

are measurable, the two concepts are equivalent. So, it will be of interest to characterize non-

redundancy, as a condition de�ned on the type structure alone. We can do so, by building on an

idea found in Mertens-Zamir [17, Proposition 2.5; 1985].

Fix a measurable space (
;S (
)). Recall, S (
) separates points if, for each !; !0 2 
, there
exists some E 2 S (
) with ! 2 E and !0 =2 E. The next lemma generalizes Proposition 2.5 in

Mertens-Zamir [17, 1985].

Lemma 7.2 A (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
is

non-redundant if and only if F (T a) and F
�
T b
�
separate points.

Proof. By Proposition 2 in Liu [15, 2009], T is non-redundant if and only if �(�a) and �(�b) separate
points. So, the result follows from Lemma 6.4.

Now, let�s turn to bimeasurability. For this it will be useful to introduce a de�nition: Given

a topological space (
; �), write B (
) for the set of Borel sets on 
. Two de�nitions will be of
particular interest. Call (
;S (
)) standard Borel if it is isomorphic to a Polish space� i.e.,
(
;S (
)) is standard Borel if there is a Polish space (�;B (�)) and a bijective bimeasurable map
f : 
! �.6 Of course, a Polish space is standard Borel.

De�nition 7.4 Call a (�;S (�))-based structure T =
D
(�;S (�)) ; (T a;S (T a)) ;

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
;�a; �b

E
standard Borel if (T a;S (T a)), and

�
T b;S

�
T b
��
are standard Borel.

In the case of a standard Borel structure, the bimeasurability condition can also be viewed as

a restriction on the number of redundancies in a structure. In particular, in this case, bimeasur-

ability is equivalent to the requirement that a structure have a countable number of uncountable
6We follow the de�nition in Kechris [14, 1995]. Note, however, that this de�nition is equivalent to the more

familiar de�nition, i.e., that (
;S (
)) is standard Borel if it is isomorphic to a Borel subset of a Polish space. The
key in showing this is Corollary 13.4 in Kechris [14, 1995].
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redundancies. Let us see this. Say f : 
 ! � is countably uncountable if f� : (f)�1 (f�g) is
uncountableg is countable. Now, the relationship to bimeasurability:

Lemma 7.3 Fix standard Borel spaces (
;S (
)) and (�;S (�)). Also, �x a measurable map

f : 
! �. Then f is countably uncountable if and only if f is bimeasurable.

Proof. Fix standard Borel spaces (
;S (
)) and (�;S (�)). There exists Polish spaces
�

;B

�


��

and
�
�;B

�
�
��
and bijective bimeasurable maps g : 
! 
 and k : �! �. De�ne l = k �f �

�
g�1

�
,

where f is as in the statement of the Lemma. Note, l is a measurable map from a Polish space to a

Polish space. Moreover, (l)�1
�
f�g

�
is uncountable if and only if (f)�1 ((k)�1

�
f�g

�
) is uncountable.

As such, f is countably uncountable if and only if l is. It follows from Purves�Theorem [19, 1966]

that l is bimeasurable if and only if l is countably uncountable. Now note that f = (k)�1 � l � g.
Since each of g and k are bimeasurable, f is bimeasurable if and only if l is bimeasurable.

Now the claim is:

Lemma 7.4 Let (�;S (�)) be standard Borel and �x a (�;S (�))-based standard Borel structure
T . Then �a and �b are countably uncountable if and only if they are bimeasurable.

Lemma 7.4 says the following: Fix a standard Borel parameter space and a type structure T that
is also standard Borel. Then, T is bimeasurable if and only if there are (at most) a countable number
of uncountable redundancies. Thus, for the standard Borel case, we have that bimeasurability is

a further restriction on redundancies. To prove this result, we need to make use of two further

properties of standard Borel spaces.

Property 7.1 A (�nite or countable) product of standard Borel spaces is standard Borel.

Property 7.2 If (
;S (
)) is standard Borel, then (� (
) ;M (� (
))) is standard Borel.

Property 7.1 is straight-forward. (See Kechris [14, 1995; page 75].) Refer to Kechris [14,

1995; page 113] for Property 7.2. (It follows from the fact that, for a Polish space (
;B (
)),
M (� (
)) = B (� (
)).) Now, for the application of these properties. We will be interested in a

parameter space (�;S (�)) that is standard Borel. In this case, we will have that each (Zm;S (Zm))
and (� (Zm) ;M (� (Zm))) are standard Borel, and so Lemma 7.4 follows.

Proof of Lemma 7.4. Fix a standard Borel space (�;S (�)). A standard induction argument

gives that, for eachm, the sets (Zm;S (Zm)) and (� (Zm) ;M (� (Zm))) are standard Borel. (Apply

Properties 7.1-7.2.) Again applying Property 7.1, (
Q1
m=1�(Zm) ;M (

Q1
m=1�(Zm))) is standard

Borel. As such, �a and �b are maps from a standard Borel space to a standard Borel space. The

result then follows from Lemma 7.3.

Notice, if T is standard Borel, then S (T a) and S
�
T b
�
contain all the singletons. As such,

measurable non-redundancy is equivalent to non-redundancy. So, in this case, strong measurability
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implies that the structure T is non-redundant, and so can be stated as a condition that depends on
the type structure alone. (See Lemmata 7.1-7.2.) Conversely, if both the parameter set and T are
standard Borel, then non-redundancy implies strong measurability. (See Lemmata 7.1-7.4.) Thus,

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 7.1 Fix a parameter space (�;S (�)) that is standard Borel, and a (�;S (�))-based
standard Borel structure T . Then, T is strongly measurable if and only if T is non-redundant (i.e.,
if and only if F (T a) and F

�
T b
�
separate points).

Let us sum up.

Corollary 7.2 Fix two (�;S (�))-based structures T and T�. Suppose one of the following condi-
tions obtain:

(i) T� is strongly measurable,

(ii) T� is measurably non-redundant and bimeasurable, or

(iii) (�;S (�)) is standard Borel, T� is standard Borel, and T� is non-redundant.

Then,
�
ha; hb

�
is a hierarchy morphism from T to T� if and only if it is also a type morphism.

Corollary 7.2 states su¢ cient conditions for the hierarchy ad type morphism concepts to coincide.

Obviously, condition (iii) implies condition (ii), which, in turn, implies condition (i). Condition (iii)

can be stated in terms of the type structure alone, by way of Lemma 7.2.

8 An Alternate Approach

The main result here states an equivalence between hierarchy and type morphisms, for the case

of strongly measurable structures. There is an alternate approach to showing an equivalence.

In particular, the starting point is a non-redundant (�;S (�))-based structure structure T�. Fix

another (�;S (�))-based structure structure T and note that, by non-redundancy of T�, there is at
most one hierarchy morphism from T to T�. As such, if it can be shown that there is some type

morphism from T to T�, then, by Proposition 3.1, the type morphism is also a hierarchy morphism

and, indeed, the unique hierarchy morphism. As such, if it can be shown that there is some type

morphism from T to the non-redundant T�, then the concepts of hierarchy and type morphisms
must coincide.

What is the relationship between the approach in Section 5 and this alternate approach? Sec-

tion 5 looks at strongly measurable structures and there is a close connection between such struc-

tures and non-redundant structures. In particular, if T� is strongly measurable and singletons are
measurable� i.e., for each ta� 2 T a� (resp. tb� 2 T b� ), fta�g 2 S (T a� ) (resp.

�
tb�
	
2 S

�
T b�
�
)� then T�
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is non-redundant. (See Lemma 7.1(i).) So, in a case of particular interest, strong measurability

implies non-redundancy.

Thus, there is a connection between strong measurability and the alternate approach. But,

despite this connection, it is important to note that their �starting-points�are distinct. Under the

alternate approach, we begin by verifying that there exists a type morphism from one structure to

another. Under Theorem 5.1, we don�t have to verify this. Instead, we verify strong measurability

(e.g., by verifying the standard Borel and non-redundancy conditions). Then, we get that any

hierarchy morphism is a type morphism. So, we get a type morphism as an output. That is, if

there is a hierarchy morphism from one structure to another, we get� as an output� that there is

also a type morphism. As such, to show that there is a type morphism from T to T� it su¢ ces to
show that T� is strongly measurable, �a (T a) � �a� (T a� ), and �b

�
T b
�
� �b�

�
T b�
�
. (See Remark 3.1.)

In sum, here we get a canonical approach to constructing a type morphism, that begins by �rst

�nding a hierarchy morphism. In practice, applications proceed along similar lines� �rst �nding a

hierarchy morphism and then verifying that the morphism constructed is indeed a type morphism.

We know of no canonical approach to constructing type morphisms that does not make reference to

hierarchy morphisms.

9 Conclusion

Throughout, we �xed two (�;S (�))-based type structures, viz. T and T�. We have seen that, in

general, a hierarchy morphism (from T to T�) may not be a type morphism (from T to T�). In

particular, a necessary and su¢ cient condition for every hierarchy morphism (from T to T�) to be
a type morphism is that the structure T� is strongly measurable or, equivalently, that the players�
language about types is determined by the players�language about hierarchies.

How should we think about this result, with an eye toward taking these results to game theory?

To answer, let�s recap the example in the Introduction. There, we considered the game in Figure

1.1 plus the type structures T and T� as in Example 4.2. In particular, suppose the players�type

structure is T , but the analyst instead models the players�hierarchies of beliefs using the structure
T�. At the surface, this seems like an equivalent modelling choice� after all, ta and ta� (resp. tb, tb�,
and ub�) induce the same hierarchies of beliefs about �. And, indeed, there is a hierarchy morphism

from T to T�. But, recall, by doing so, the analyst introduces a new Bayesian equilibrium� one

that the players�themselves have ruled out.

Here, the analyst�s structure T� is redundant (i.e., �b� is not injective) and so (by Lemma 7.1)
not strongly measurable. One �rst-cut answer is that it only �makes sense�for the analyst to use

a type structure that is strongly measurable� after all (per Proposition 5.1) strong measurability is

the requirement that the language of types is determined by the language of hierarchies (over �).

Yet, the robustness literature makes an interesting point: The analyst may want to use a structure

that is redundant� and, so, not strongly measurable� if the analyst thinks he misspeci�ed the
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parameter set. Speci�cally, suppose the analyst thinks the parameter set may be either � or ���,
where � is a payo¤-irrelevant signal set. Either way, the analyst thinks the players�type structure

induces hierarchies of beliefs over � that correspond to those in T . Then, instead of analyzing

both the (�;S (�))-based structure T and a second (� � �;S (�� �))-based structure, he can
instead analyze a redundant (�;S (�))-based structure like T� and retain the Bayesian equilibrium
predictions associated with the two di¤erent structures. This was the insight behind Ely-Peski�s [7,

2006] construction, and is made explicit in Liu [15, 2009].

Of course, while there is a hierarchy morphism from T to T�, there is no type morphism from T
to T�. (This ��ts�with Theorem 5.1 and the fact that T� is not strongly measurable.) So, if we are
concerned with robustness to misspecifying the parameter set, then perhaps we should only ask that

Bayesian equilibria are preserved under type morphisms, and not under every hierarchy morphism.

But now turn to Example 4.1 and note that the analyst�s structure may not be strongly measurable,

even if it is non-redundant. This raises the question: Should we ask that Bayesian equilibria be

preserved under these hierarchy morphisms? Or might we think that it should not be preserved

under such a hierarchy morphism, for a (perhaps) di¤erent robustness consideration? More loosely,

is there a robustness interpretation for any failure of strong measurability? We leave these as open

questions.

Finally, consider the case where the analyst is not concerned with robustness to misspecifying the

parameter set. But still the analyst may have a di¤erent concern: that the players have �ruled out�

hierarchies that he himself considers possible in his structure T�. In this case, he may be concerned
that the players�type structure is some structure T , so that there is a hierarchy morphism from T
to T�. How might the results here be used? Note, since now the analyst is not concerned with

robustness to misspecifying the parameter set, presumably, per Proposition 5.1, his structure T�
should be strongly measurable. If so, per Theorem 5.1, the analyst can assume that there is a type

morphism from the players�structure T to his structure T�. This already tells the analyst that he
has not introduced any new predictions by studying the larger structure. (See Proposition 4.1 in

Friedenberg-Meier [9, 2007].) But, depending on the particular game studied, there may be some

equilibrium prediction of the players�structure that is not an equilibrium prediction of his structure.

(Again, see [9, 2007].) So, the analyst must speci�cally ask whether, indeed, he did lose predictions

by studying the larger structure. In the course of doing so, the analyst need not leave the purview

of the type structure model� after all, his hierarchy morphism is a type morphism.
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